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Co-creators needed
At the "Mobility Services Lab" of the Chair for
Information Systems, students are able to
help shape the automobile future – and to
test their driving behaviour in the driving
simulator or develop value-added services
for mobile in-car terminals: Please contact
Mr. Gottlieb (gottlieb@in.tum.de) if you are
interested in the topic, in a student project or
a job as a student assistant (HiWi).
https://www.i17.in.tum.de/

Welcome aboard!
Prof. Arndt Bode
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Konrad-Zuse-Medal for
Prof. Arndt Bode
At its annual meeting "Informatik 2015" in
Cottbus, the German Informatics Society
“Gesellschaft für Informatik” (GI) honoured
Prof. Arndt Bode with the Konrad-ZuseMedal. Bode, who holds the Chair for “Rechnertechnik und Rechnerorganisation” and is
director of the Leibniz Supercomputing
Centre of the Bavarian Academy of Sciences
and Humanities, thus received the GI’s highest award, which is awarded every two years.

Prof. Jörg Ott was recently appointed holder
of the TUM’s Chair for Connected Mobility,
which was endowed by the BMW AG. His
research group focuses on network systems,
applications and services for mobile use.
Plans include a close cooperation with the
research project "TUM Living Lab Connected
Mobility" (TUM LLCM), which is to make a
significant contribution to an open service
platform for digital mobility in Bavaria.

Fellow to follow
Also at the GI’s annual meeting "Informatik
2015", Prof. Alfons Kemper, who holds the
Chair for Database Systems, was appointed
a "Fellow" of the GI. The title honours GIpersonalities for outstanding contributions in
technology and science, commitment for the
GI itself or for Informatics in general.

Up for hacking?
The Chair of IT Security and its hacking team
"H4x0rPsch0rr" invited to the TUM’s first
official "Capture the Flag Contest". The 244
active participants were asked to solve
problems in four categories: Web Application
Security, Reverse Engineering, Binary Exploitation and Cryptography. For more information please contact the “H4x0rPsch0rr”Team on:
http://hxp.io/blog/

New Apps

The same department has also published a
revised version of “TUMitfahrer”. The App,
which is available for IOS and Android, allows students to organize shared rides between the different TUM-sites. This helps to
establish new campus-contacts more quickly, and also to organize leisure-trips.

http://www-db.in.tum.de/

Hear ye, hear ye!

http://www.in.tum.de/en

http://www.performance-symposium.org/

Together with a group of students, the Chair
for Information Systems has developed an
information platform to help refugees who
arrived in Germany recently. The mobile App
provides important information concerning,
for example, medical care or language
courses. In November, it will be launched in
Augsburg, and a version for Munich is in the
making. In order to provide the platform as
quickly as possible, help in the areas of Appdevelopment and translation would be welcome. Anyone who is interested can send a
message to wiesche@in.tum.de.

http://www.cm.in.tum.de/

https://www.lrz.de/english/

MW2001, the largest lecture room of the
Department of Mechanical Engineering, has
a new audio system. The room is also used
by the Departments of Informatics and Mathematics for first-semester lectures. The
initiative was planned and implemented by
the Multimedia Group of the “Rechnerbetriebsgruppe” (RBG).

practitioners who are interested in all aspects
of software performance, from modelling and
forecasting to monitoring and run-time management. The event is organized by the four
research groups Descartes (University of
Wuerzburg), Kieker (Kiel University, University of Stuttgart), Palladio (KIT, FZI, Paderborn
University) and PMG (TUM/fortiss).

http://www.welcome2germany.net
http://www.tumitfahrer.de
Prof. Jörg Ott
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Symposium for researchers
and practitioners
This year’s "Symposium on Software Performance" (SSP 2015) will take place at the
Vorhoelzer-Forum (TUM Main Campus,
Munich City) on November 5 and 6. The
event aims to connect researchers and
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